
CONFLUENCE AND TIAARA
FREESTANDING BATHTUBS





Stunning new centerpieces for two 
award-winning design ranges.

Confluence Tiaara

The Confluence and Tiaara ranges of bathroom fixtures have been two of the most 
iconic creations from Artize. These two designs now receive the crowning jewels to 
complement and complete their luxury bathroom ensembles – exquisitely designed 
freestanding bathtubs that empower luxuriant relaxation, with craftsmanship 
that delivers on every count of product superiority.



Meticulously crafted bathtubs 
with a solid-surface, natural stone finish
Seamlessly moulded from high-quality PMMA, minerals and resin, the Confluence and 
Tiaara bathtubs are made of Artize’s superior ‘solid surface’ material technology. This 
gives them a luxurious, smooth texture and superior heat retention. Their walls stay 
warm to touch and let you enjoy longer relaxing baths without requiring frequent 
addition of hot water.



C O N F L U E N C E



CONFLUENCE
Bathtub
The Artize Confluence bathtub is an elegant and timeless bathtub created by the combination of 
simple lines and essential geometries, merged with curved and organic surfaces. 

It’s a rectangular shape stretching out to the edges, transforming its geometry to become a soft 
and inviting shell, an embracing cocoon to relax in.

The biggest benefit of course is the ability to comfortably accommodate even two bathers at a 
time. A centrally located drain point and gently sloped, rounded sides ensure that whichever 
side you choose to face is perfectly comfortable.  



The clever design touches of the Confluence bathtub extend to the technical aspects 
too. The integral drain and overflow system are built inside the walls of the bathtub, 
which makes installation extremely simple and eliminates all hassles of external plumb-
ing and drain piping too.

• Symmetrical design for easy placement
• Double-ended to comfortably accommodate even two bathers
• Rounded, sloped back support for ultimate comfort
• Design coordinated with Confluence ensemble

BATHING
DEPTH: 515 mm

LUMBAR
SUPPORT

MODEL SIZE: 5’5”

DIMENSIONS:
L: 1800 W: 800 H: 630







The Tiaara freestanding bathtub's sinuous smooth contours echo the 
visual style of the Tiaara line.  The concept brings alive the grandeur of 
bathtubs in a very contemporary light. The fluid monolithic form defines 
a sense of indulgence in the bathing experience, flared and enveloping 
in feel, and sculpted to look 'elevated' from the ground - creating a 
visual mystique of lightness and luxury.

High-back, freestanding bathtub



With its asymmetric shape, the Tiaara bathtub’s high back support provides greater 
comfort and relaxation for all body types. The matt finish and natural stone-like 
smoothness, make it inviting to touch as well.

The Tiaara bathtub too, features an integrated drain and overflow system built inside 
the walls of the bathtub, which eliminates the problems of installation, external 
plumbing and drain piping.

• Sculpted to look 'elevated' from the ground for visual lightness
• Superior back support for excellent lounging comfort
• Coordinated design to complement the Tiaara ensemble of fixtures
• Integrated drain and overflow system

BATHING
DEPTH: 500.7 mm

LUMBAR
SUPPORT

MODEL SIZE: 5’5”

DIMENSIONS:
L: 1900 W: 900 H: 835.4
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